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This is a musical score.
There are two parts. This is part 1.
This is a piece about waiting towards something.

For any instrument or combination of instruments (or just imagination).

The pictures of part 1 were taken at the construction site of the Schuetz Museum in Engelhartszell. The pictures of part 2 during a 22 day long quarantine
stay at the Wendu Shuicheng Lake Bay Hotel in the north of Beijing, which served as one of the cities quarantine venues during the covid19 pandemic.

Both scores have the same number of pages, they can be played parallel or alternating next to each other.

The pictures in this book are not professional photographs. They are merely musical sketches in the form of photography.

Beijing, September and October 2021
Cornelius Berkowitz

3 copies were made



















































Cornelius Berkowitz was born in the mid-1980s. As a mobile, a triangle hung over his cot. As a young student he learned various instruments (Maipfeiferl,
grand piano, angélique, concert banjo). Berkowitz studied music theory, composition, Spanish, Aeolian harp and Martinshorn in Vienna, Paris and 深圳. Since
2008 he has appeared regularly as a composer, conductor and performer. Pianos, guitars and films are used in his workd, as well as theremins, fingers, chimes,
rooms and the wind. Berkowitz secretly writes on a harmony book. In 2026 he will have found the infamous Eiden-Ensemble, from which he will soon distance
himself and whose practices he will condemn from then on. On May 18th, of all places, he will be found dead in a Parisian orchestra pit. The music minister will
deliver his funeral speech. Berkowitz's work "The Foundations of Harmony" will be published posthumously and will soon enjoy some popularity. Then, of
course, his fame will gradually fade away. By a coincidence of fortunate and very unfortunate circumstances, his "harmony" will be one of the last books that
will ever be studied by a human-like being. (Christoph Strolz)
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